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1. INTRODUCTION

Let Fnbe an n-dimensional Finsler space of class c7 (at least) equipped with Berwald's
connection G, with local components as Gj^a^.a;*) *K The connection G defines covariant
derivative BjX* of a given vector x. Furthermore, let H be the corresponding curvature tensor
with local components Hjkh. Defining a tensor-field:

H}k^H}khi
h (1.1)

there happens to be two more tensor fields on the connection:

Htk^ffL (1-2)

Hk^H\k. (1.3)

Let W be the protective curvature tensor with components Wjkh and a tensor associated to it be
defined in a way similar to (1.1):

^ : Y v /] (1 -4)

These tensor-fields are also connected by

(a) dhH)k = H)khi (b) dhW
i
jk = Wi

jkg. (1.5)

A Finsler space Fv( n > 2), throughout with the projective curvature tensor possessing
vanishing covariant derivative, has been called a 'Projectively symmetric Finsler space' (Misra,
R.B., 1972), such a space is denoted PS — Fn. It is seen that a PS — Fn also admits

BmWJk = 0. (1.6)

2. CNA-MOTION IN A PS - Fn
[

i
Let us consider an infinitesimal transformation x* = x*+ G v*(x;), where vi is a con- !

travariant vector-field independent of the directional arguments and e is an infinitesimal constant.
It defines an affine motion if and only if the Lie derivative C G)^) of the connection parameters
with respect to the said transformation vanishes, that is, if there holds (Yano, 1957)

£ G)k = B/BtiS + v'HiJk + (d. G)k)Bmv>xm = 0 . (2.1)

Henceforward, unless stated otherwise all geometric objects will be supposed functions of line-
element (xft, xh) and will be written, for simplicity, without assigning the line-element, indices
i,j, k... run over the natural numbers 1,2 . . . , n.



Now, we consider the case of a non-affine motion in which the Lie derivative of the
connection parameter C?)̂  satisfies

where G> (x,x) is a non-zero homogeneous vector and satisfies the following relations

(2.3a)

(2-36)

(2.3c)

Sinha (1969) proved that a Finsler space admitting an affine motion also admits

CH}kh = O. (2.4)

Eq.(2.4) after making use of the Lie differential of the curvature tensor Hjkh in view of (2.2) can
be written as:

L H)kh = Bk Gft 6} - Bj €h Si + S\Bk G; -S\Bj G* (2.5)

where

C H}k = BkE S) - Bj e 8{ + i'Bk €,- -x% ek (2.6 a)

C Hkh = (n+ 1)JB* eh - Bi eh 6{ - S[Bi €* (2.66)

e-Bi£Si-±%ek . (2.6c)

Let us assume that there exist non-affine motion with a contra-field. Such non-affine
motion is characterized by

B ;V = p6} (2.7)

where p(x, x) is some non-null scalar function. We give the following:

Definition (2.1) When a Finsler space admits (2.2) as well as (2.7) the infinitesimal transformation
is said to define non-affine motion with a contra-field (or briefly called CNA-motion).

Forming a Lie-derivative of (1.4) and observing (2.5), (2.6a), (2.6b), (2.6c), we get

^ [( « & -B,. € 6J -

;- G - f t G 6} - xrBr G;] (2.8)



in the space admitting non-affine motion. Writing an explicit expression for Lie-derivative of the

tensor-field Wjk, substituting it on the L.H.S. of (2.8) we get (Yano, 1957)

1 + Wl
hkBjvh + WJhBkv

h + (dhWJk)B.vhx'

• . mi 2x{

B,

n—
Gjfc]

(2.9)

Now if we assume that the space under consideration is a PS — Fn, the first term in the
left side of (2.9) vanishes, moreover, if we also consider that non-affine motion is a CNA-motion
characterized by (2.7), then (2.9) simplifies into:

W)k Wjk) = 8) -

[ (n+ l)Bk € -
n— i

6*

from (1.4) and (1.5b), the above equation finally reduces into

2xx

1 n+ 1

G 81 - x'l

(2.10)

.. Oy - B ; G Ojt + X

n - 1
l)Bjt G -Br G 5* - i '

wjk =

r [ ( ) / G r e ; r € ; ] (2.11)
n— 1

Thus we can state

Theorem (2.1) If a PS - Fn admits CNA-motion then (2.11) holds.

At this stage if we assume that the space under consideration is projectively flat, then an
immediate consequence of (2.11) is the following equation

n—

^ j t(n+ 1)B; € -Br G 5J - xrBr G>] = 0 (2.12)

Theorem (2.2) If a projectively symmetric flat F n admits CNA-motion then (2.12) holds.
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3. SOME RELATION OF THE FUNCTION p,ek

Let there exist a non-null scalar function p satisfying (2.7), so that the space Fn admits

CNA-motion. As t>* is independent of xta and the Berwald covariant derivative is homogeneous

of degree zero in directional arguments so is p also. Thus we have

xa$,p = 0. (3.1)

Moreover, if an F n admitting non-affine motion (ch. by 2.2) admits CNA-motion (ch. by 2.7)

then (2.2) becomes

P)Si + v'HiJk + px'B.G), = 6) ek +6j € , (3.2)

where p}- = Bjp is a gradient vector-field, as Git is homogeneous of degree zero in x%'8, the last
terms in the left-hand side of the above equation vanishes and this equation after transvection with
v* results into the form

t/pj-6} + v^vaHi}k = ";'S; €* +** € , v*

= v* £k +f;'3fe £;• • (3-3)

Skew-symmetric of H^k in s, j causes the vanishing of the second term L.H.S. of the above equa-
tion and thus we finally get

vjpj&i = vi£k+v>8k£j (3.4)

multiplying both sides of the above equation by 6*, then the above equation after a little simplifi-
cation results into

•=• u ' Gi +nvJ &}-

= (n+ l)v ; Ej
• (n+ 1) ,- ,,, -v

p . yJ = VJ £ . , (3.5)
n

Thus we can state
Theorem (3.1) In a Finsler space admitting CNA-motion the vector-fields v; and G; are orthog-
onal to each other, if pj and t / are necessarily orthogonal to each other, i.e. p ; v

; = 0.

Also we can easily prove the following theorem:

Theorem (3.2) In a i*"n with CNA-motion the scalar function is invariant under Lie-differentiation.
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